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4th Quarter Jazz Band Bingo

Bi N GO

Learn a new jazz
song by watching a

YouTube Tutorial

Clean Your Learn your 2-octave Compose a melody Start learning a new
Instrument chromate scale and perform it instrument

Using a YouTube
Watch a video of a video or

famous jazz
SmartMusic

performer of your recording, improvise
instrument & write a

two choruses in a
brief summary

latin style.

Write a page each

about 3 famous jazz
musicians from the

Big Band Swing era.

What’s your favorite
jazz band piece
ever, and why?

Why did you join
jazz band

What do you miss
most about jazz

band class?

Write a page each
about 3 famous jazz
musicians from the

Early Jazz/New
Orleans & Chicago
Style Dixieland era.

Using a YouTube
video or

FREE SPACE SrnartMusic
recording, improvise

two choruses in a
blues style.

Create a slideshow
about the history of

your instrument

Email a jazz
composer about
their thoughts on

music-making
during this time of
crisis. Share their

response.

Teach your sibling
how to play your

instrument.

Using a YouTube
video or

SmartMusic
recording, improvise

two choruses in a
ballad style.

Write a page each
about 3 famous jazz
musicians from the

Bebop era.

Make a TikTok with
your instrument

Using a YouTube
video or

SmartMusic
recording, improvise

two choruses in a
Rock style.

If you could learn
ANY other

instrument for Jazz
Band, what would it

be, and why?

Why is jazz music
education
important?

Create (don’t steal)
five Jazz Band
Memes to share
with the class

Write a page each
about 3 famous jazz
musicians from the

Jazz Fusion era.

Each week there will be a new “Jazz Band Bingo” assignment in Google
Classroom.

Choose one activity per week, moving across vertically, horizontally or
diagonally to make a BINGO. Document your weekly activity and turn it in

through Google Classroom.

Your activities may be similar to the ones you did for band, but must be
related to jazz. (e.g. You may learn a new song by watching a YouTube Tutorial
for both concert and jazz band, but they must be different pieces, and the jazz

band assignment must be somehow related to jazz.)
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Bingo Assignments:
All assignments should be submitted via Google Classroom or through SmartMusic, depending on the
content of the assignment. Make sure you that you are making a “Bingo” on your card, and not just
doing random assignments!

Some of the assignments overlap the Concert Band assignments. While it is okay to repeat a square for
jazz band, you may not simply turn the same assignment in you did for Concert Band. You must make it
jazz-related!

Learn a new jazz song by watching a YouTube Tutorial
Search YouTube for a tutorial on learning a new piece on your instrument. Record yourself playing the piece with
your phone or Chromebook and turn it in, along with the link to the tutorial, via Google Classroom

Clean Your Instrument
Self-Explanatory!

Give your instrument a thorough cleaning. (Not sure what to do? Check out YouTube videos or contact
me!)

Take before, during and after pictures to document what you did. Submit via Google Classroom.

Learn your 2-octave chromatic scale
You can find this in SmartMusic by clicking
Exercises -> SmarMusic Exercises: Scales -> Movement, and then scrolling down to Chromatic: -

Sixteenth Notes-2 Octaves

Compose a melody and perform it
Write out an original melody. Record yourself playing it, and submit it along with the written version.

Start learning a new instrument
Have an instrument sitting around? Start learning to play it!

Use the Essential Elements 2000 Book 1 in SmartMusic to learn a new instrument. You will need to get
to at least exercise 84 to consider yourself a “Beginner”

Watch a video of a famous jazz performer of your
instrument & write a brief summary

Submit the link of the video you watched along with a 2-3 paragraph summary.

Using a YouTube video or SmartMusic recording,
improvise two choruses in a latin style.
Either using tracks from our jazz web site, YouTube tracks, or SmartMusic tracks, record two
choruses of yourself improvising in a latin style and turn them in.



Write a page each about 3 famous jazz musicians
from the Big Band Swing era.
Research three jazz musicians from the Big Band Swing Era. Write a one page paper on each of them.

What’s your favorite jazz band piece ever, and why?
Tell me all about your favorite jazz band piece, and why it’s your favorite. (It doesn’t have to be one we
have played.)

Why did you join jazz band?
Think back to when you first started. Why did you join jazz band? What has jazz band added to your life?
What have you added to the jazz band?
2-3 paragraphs

What do you miss most about jazz band class?
2-3 paragraphs

Write a page each about 3 famous jazz musicians
from the Early Jazz/New Orleans & Chicago Style
Dixieland era.
Research three jazz musicians from the Early Jazz/New Orleans &JOr Chicago Style Dixieland
era Era. Write a one page paper on each of them.

FREE SPACE
The assignments in the “Free Space” lane take a little longer than most of the others in the Bingo grid.
You get one week off, BUT you must have completed two of the assignments first!

Using a YouTube video or SmartMusic recording,
improvise two choruses in a blues style.
Either using tracks from our jazz web site, YouTube tracks, or SmartMusic tracks, record two
choruses of yourself improvising in a blues style and turn them in.

Create a slideshow about the history of your
instrument
Using Google Slides or a similar app, create a slideshow with a minimum of 10 slides about the history
of your instrument.



Email a jazz composer about their thoughts on nusic
making during this time of crisis. Share their
response.
Also self-explanatory-Try to contact a composer (it can be the composer of one of our band pieces) and
get their thoughts. You may find some very interesting responses!

Teach your sibling how to play your instrument.
The best way to learn is to teach! Give a sibling* the opportunity to start making music by showing them
the basics on your instrument. Try to emphasize: Holding position, embouchure formation, finger
position, and getting a good basic sound. (No siblings? Teach a parent!)

Using a YouTube video or SmartMusic recording,
improvise two choruses in a ballad style.
Either using tracks from our jazz web site, YouTube tracks, or SmartMusic tracks, record two
choruses of yourself improvising in a ballad style and turn them in.

Write a page each about 3 famous jazz musicians
from the Bebop era.
Research three jazz musicians from the Bebop Era. Write a one page paper on each of them.

Make a TikTok with your instrument
Be creative!

Using a YouTube video or SmartMusic recording,
improvise two choruses in a Rock style.
Either using tracks from our jazz web site, YouTube tracks, or SmartMusic tracks, record two
choruses of yourself improvising in a rock style and turn them in.

If you could learn ANY other instrument for Jazz Band,
what would it be, and why?
2-3 paragraphs

Why is jazz music education important?
2-3 paragraphs

Create (don’t steal) five Band Memes to share with the
class
You can use meme templates, but try to create memes that would be relatable for the whole class. I’ll
share the best ones!



Write a page each about 3 famous jazz musicians from
the Jazz Fusion era.
Research three jazz musicians from the Jazz Fusion Era. Write a one page paper on each of
them.


